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With exclusive access to some of the most exciting archaeological expeditions in decades, we embark on an epic journey With exclusive access to some of the most exciting archaeological expeditions in decades, we embark on an epic journey 
charting the rise and fall of a forgotten, ancient, imperial giant: the mighty Assyrian Empire - charting the rise and fall of a forgotten, ancient, imperial giant: the mighty Assyrian Empire - HISTORY’S FIRST SUPERPOWERHISTORY’S FIRST SUPERPOWER..
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INTRO   
THE GREAT ASSYRIAN EMPIRE

It was the world’s first superpowerIt was the world’s first superpower. One of the earliest and greatest empires of 
the ancient world, stretching from Egypt to Kuwait to Turkey. The Assyrians were 
an unstoppable, advanced military force, expanding out of their city home to 
conquer the Middle East, with a dynasty of hegemonic warrior-kings ruling over it 
for hundreds of years.

But who were the Assyrians? How did they live?But who were the Assyrians? How did they live? What marks did they leave on the What marks did they leave on the 
world - and how did they influence the future of civilisation?world - and how did they influence the future of civilisation? We know their brutality 
and their military might: which lands they conquered and cities they destroyed. But But 
what did they build? How were their societies organised and governed?what did they build? How were their societies organised and governed? Which gods Which gods 
did they worship? What technologies did they use to maintain their huge empire?did they worship? What technologies did they use to maintain their huge empire?

Over a century of archaeological work has produced a wealth of insights into the 
lives of other ancient civilisations such as the Egyptians and Romans. But Assyria But Assyria 
is, in many ways, the ‘lost’ empireis, in many ways, the ‘lost’ empire. For a long time our only knowledge of it came 
from biblical texts, until 19th century excavations produced mesmerising finds that 
take pride of place in the world’s greatest museums. These provide tantalising hints These provide tantalising hints 
as to the secret world of the Assyriansas to the secret world of the Assyrians, their role in the agricultural revolution 
that transformed the world and their desire for sublime architectural and artistic 
achievement. 

But regional conflicts – including the US-Iraq war, the Syrian Civil War, and the 
destruction of heritage by ISIS – have made new expeditions impossible ever 
since…until now. 

In partnership with Bamboo Doc, Off The Fence have EXCLUSIVE ACCESS In partnership with Bamboo Doc, Off The Fence have EXCLUSIVE ACCESS to 
archaeologists excavating promising new sites and even greater discoveries. They 
already made some extraordinary finds in 2019 (the first for nearly 200 years) - 
which have all been captured on film. Together, their work could transform our Together, their work could transform our 
understanding of early civilisationunderstanding of early civilisation.

AFTER MORE THAN A MILLENNIUM OF MYSTERY, ARE WE ABOUT TO AFTER MORE THAN A MILLENNIUM OF MYSTERY, ARE WE ABOUT TO 
FINALLY REVEAL THE SECRETS OF THE WORLD’S FIRST SUPERPOWER?FINALLY REVEAL THE SECRETS OF THE WORLD’S FIRST SUPERPOWER?

1363 - 609 BC1363 - 609 BC



THE EXPEDITIONSIn 2019, Italian Professor Daniele Morandi Bonacossi of the University of Udine, along 
with a team of Kurdish colleagues, made one of the most exciting archaeological made one of the most exciting archaeological 
discoveries of recent yearsdiscoveries of recent years. From a site in Faida, Iraqi Kurdistan, they unearthed 13 unearthed 13 
magnificent, imposing reliefs depicting the gods and rulers of the Assyrian Empiremagnificent, imposing reliefs depicting the gods and rulers of the Assyrian Empire, 
along with a long irrigating canal carved into the rock. 

Their potential location had been identified all the way back in 1973 by British 
archaeologist Julian Reade, but political and military circumstances meant that the 
site was never excavated. It took nearly half a century for these incredible finds to 
be brought to the surface.

This level of political imagery and infrastructure might have been expected in 
the hearts of the great imperial cities such as such as Niniveh, Nimrud, Assur and 
Khorsabad, but this was the hinterland of the empire.  The Faida reliefs, along with 
German archaeologist Peter Pfälzner’s discovery of a new city on the periphery, 
reveal that the key to understanding the success of the Assyrians is to focus work the key to understanding the success of the Assyrians is to focus work 
on the borderlandson the borderlands.

Now, Prof Bonacossi is returning to this forgotten empire, full of secrets, believing Now, Prof Bonacossi is returning to this forgotten empire, full of secrets, believing 
there are even bigger discoveries to be madethere are even bigger discoveries to be made.. His team will use a range of high-tech 
tools - including electromagnetic prospecting, satellite imagery and LIDARelectromagnetic prospecting, satellite imagery and LIDAR - to reveal 
new reliefs and population centres in Iraqi Kurdistan.

The team are engaged in a race against time to record, interpret and protect the a race against time to record, interpret and protect the 
discoveriesdiscoveries. Even though they have survived through the centuries, they remain at 
the mercy of pillaging, erosion and oblivion.

Exclusive archive of the unearthing of the Faida reliefs, along with specially shot footage 
of exciting new new excavations and discoveries, will allow us to immerse the viewer in immerse the viewer in 
suspense, excitement and elationsuspense, excitement and elation. 

This is no ordinary ancient history documentary!This is no ordinary ancient history documentary!



THE  FILM The film begins with a recap of what we already know about the 
empire of Assyria,  reexamining past excavations and the discoveries 
that were made, before moving onto incredible new footage of 
the discovery of the Faida reliefs in the hinterlands - the biggest the biggest 
breakthrough in this field for nearly 200 yearsbreakthrough in this field for nearly 200 years. The rock reliefs offer 
a unique testimony to the history and emergence of the Assyrian 
Empire. The images depicted in the rock reliefs are the heroes The images depicted in the rock reliefs are the heroes 
and milestones of our filmand milestones of our film, unveiling the history, rise and fall of a 
civilisation, which although littleknown, still stands out today for its 
groundbreaking political, military and technological achievements.

This is a very physical, dynamic film, constantly on the moveThis is a very physical, dynamic film, constantly on the move, much 
like the archaeologists themselves, who, at the beginning of their 
explorations, spent their time roaming the plains and mountainsof 
Iraqi Kurdistan. Most interviews with the team take place “in the Most interviews with the team take place “in the 
field”, “on the ground” and “in the moment”field”, “on the ground” and “in the moment”, bent backs and dust-
covered hands labouring under the heat of the Middle Eastern sun. 
We will bring out our experts’ profound passions for the subject, in 
addition to their deep knowledge and expertise.

Soaring aerial cinematographySoaring aerial cinematography will help us to visualise the vastness 
of the imperial expansion as well as revealing the geography of the 
region, which is crucial to comprehending its history.

As we start to learn how these new archaeological discoveries are 
transforming our understanding of this huge empire, we will bring we will bring 
Assyrian cities and technology - as well as key characters depicted Assyrian cities and technology - as well as key characters depicted 
in the rock reliefs - to lifein the rock reliefs - to life using visualisation techniques including 
specialist 3D modelling, animated maps, CGI, rotoscoping technology, specialist 3D modelling, animated maps, CGI, rotoscoping technology, 
and motion capture animationand motion capture animation.



During the film we will also meet New York art historian Ann ShaferDuring the film we will also meet New York art historian Ann Shafer, an 
expert in Assyrian reliefs, as she leads us on a journey along the further 
edges of the empire, through countries such as Turkey and Lebanon. Ann will Ann will 
provide a wider historical context to the Faida reliefs and explore the true provide a wider historical context to the Faida reliefs and explore the true 
extent of the imperial growthextent of the imperial growth, before returning to her lab in New York to 
make new 3D maps of the realm based on the latest discoveries in our film.

Could a deliberate political strategy to develop the hinterlands be the key Could a deliberate political strategy to develop the hinterlands be the key 
to the Assyrian’s startling success?to the Assyrian’s startling success? Bonacossi’s finds are crucial to answering 
this question, and it is a theme we will return to across the film. We will also 
link this empire to the wider world, showing that Assyria played a pivotal Assyria played a pivotal 
role in the rise of human civilisation, impacting the arc of history and the role in the rise of human civilisation, impacting the arc of history and the 
world map as it is todayworld map as it is today..

The epic historical narrative will traverse hundreds of years and dozens The epic historical narrative will traverse hundreds of years and dozens 
of kings...of kings... From the early conquests of Tiglath-Pileser I, who established who established 
Assyria as the dominant force in the Middle EastAssyria as the dominant force in the Middle East; to the traumatic upheaval 
as Bronze Age turned to Iron Age; survival through the orgy of devastation 
brought by the Sea Peoples; to the age of Tiglath-Pileser III, the great reformer Tiglath-Pileser III, the great reformer 
who brought Assyria into the age of mass production; to the final years of to the final years of 
the empirethe empire, which saw mass deportation of vanquished populations and 
renewed focus on huge building projects.

As our film ends, so will the empire. The discoveries made through our The discoveries made through our 
journey will provide incredible insights into the rise of the WORLD’S FIRST journey will provide incredible insights into the rise of the WORLD’S FIRST 
SUPERPOWERSUPERPOWER, but can they also tell us more about the fall of this once 
powerful empire? We’ll examine the impacts of climate change, political 
mistakes and the empire’s governance and geographic spread. 



Ann ShaferAnn Shafer
Dr. Shafer is a designer and art historian at the 
Fashion Institute of Technology, New York. She 
specializes in the arts of the Middle East and North 
Africa, and has published widely on the subject, 
with a special focus on architectural ornament and 
artisanal technologies. She studied for her PhD at 
Harvard and wrote her thesis on Assyrian reliefs. 

KEY  EXPERTS

Daniele Morandi BonacossiDaniele Morandi Bonacossi
Daniele Bonacossi is Professor of Near Eastern 
Archaeology at the University of Udine, Italy. He 
won the Khaled al-Asaad International Archaeology 
Discovery Award in 2021 for finding 8th century 
BC rock reliefs representing the king and principal 
gods of Assyria.  He leads the Land of Niniveh 
Archaeological Project and is a founding member 
of Rashid International, an international initiative 
for the protection of Iraqi cultural heritage.

Peter PfälznerPeter Pfälzner
Peter Pfälzner is Professor for Near Eastern 
Archeology at the University of Tübingen, Germany. 
He is a member of the German Archaeological 
Institute and expert in urbanism in northern 
Mesopotamia. He led the team of archaeologists 
that discovered the city of Mardaman, along with 
92 cuniform tablets from the Middle Assyrian 
Empire. 



LOCATIONS

The British Museum, London, UKThe British Museum, London, UK
The British Museum is home to many of the Assyrian reliefs 
found in the 19th century, as well as bronze gates and 2 colossal 
human-headed lion scuptures.

SUNY-FIT, New York, USSUNY-FIT, New York, US
At Ann Schafer’s laboratory at the State University of New York 
she will be creating a new 3D map of the locations of Assyrian 
reliefs.

Iraqi KurdistanIraqi Kurdistan
An international team will be excavating sites in Iraqi Kurdistan 
looking for new reliefs and Assyrian population centres.

Turkey, Lebanon & IsraelTurkey, Lebanon & Israel
As part of Ann Schafer’s tour of the Assyrian empire, she will 
visit key sites across the Middle East including Lebanon and south 
east Turkey.





BambooDoc is an audiovisual production company based in Strasbourg, but its heart 
beats somewhere between France, Brazil and Costa Rica. It doesn’t stand still… 
Created in 2017 by Sarah and Luis Miranda, BambooDoc’s goal is to produce for 
the international market documentary films that are ambitious from an editorial 
and artistic point of view. Films aimed at a large audience and which dialogue with 
the issues of today’s world: the environment, social sciences, geopolitics and history.


